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Abstract
Local multiplicity fluctuations in hadronic Z decays are studied using the L3 detector at LEP. Bunching parameters are 
used for the first time in addition to the normalised factorial moment method. The bunching parameters directly demonstrate 
that the fluctuations in rapidity are multifractal. Monte Carlo models show agreement with the data, reproducing the trend, 
although not always the magnitude, of the factorial moments and bunching parameters. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Hadronic final states of e + e_ collisions provide a 
favourable environment for QCD studies. Initially, 
the hadronic system is simply a quark-antiquark pair.
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The energy of this pair is dissipated during a com­
plex, non-linear QCD parton shower and non-per- 
turbative hadronisation process. Monte Carlo (MC) 
programs incorporating the QCD parton shower and 
phenomenological models of hadronisation and reso­
nance decay have been successful in describing global 
features.
In this paper we use high statistics data from the 
L3 experiment at LEP to study fluctuations in the 
charged particle multiplicity distribution in small 
regions of phase space, as a function of the size of 
the region. If particles were independently produced, 
the local multiplicity distribution would be a Poisso- 
nian. A deviation of this distribution from a Poisso- 
nian measures dynamical local multiplicity fluctua­
tions, which are a consequence of short-range corre­
lations between final-state particles. Parton showers, 
fragmentation, resonance decays and Bose-Einstein 
interference can all contribute to these correlations.
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Fluctuations are often studied using the nor­
malised factorial moments (NFMs) of the local mul­
tiplicity distribution, Pn( 8), which is the probability 
to find n particles inside a phase space bin of size 8 
[1]. The NFM of order q, Fq(8), is defined by
< n[ q ]>
Fq(8) = — (1)
<n[q]> = £ n[q]Pn(8) ,n = q
n[q] = n(n — 1) ... (n — q + 1) . (2)
If Pn(8) is a Poisson distribution, Fq(8) = 1 for all 
q. If there are fluctuations, Fq( 8) deviates from 
unity. Further, if the fluctuations are self-similar, i.e., 
Fq(18) = lfqFq(8), then a power-like increase 
emerges with decreasing 8, Fq(8) a8—fq, where 
the intermittancy indices fq = (q — 1) dq, and dq are 
the anomalous fractal dimensions. Local fluctuations 
are classified as monofractal (dq is independent of 
q) or multifractal (dq is a function of q). (See recent 
reviews [2].)
Local fluctuations in eqe— processes have been 
studied in several experiments [3-5,7,8,6,9,11,10]. 
The data do indeed exhibit an approximate power-like 
rise of the NFMs with decreasing 8, especially when 
evaluated in two- and three-dimensional phase space 
variables. All four LEP experiments have found that 
current MC models can, in general, describe the 
NFMs, even without additional tuning. Exceptions 
have, however, been found in rapidity defined with 
respect to the sphericity axis by OPAL [7] and by 
DELPHI [9] (for restricted charge-multiplicity and 
pT regions).
Recently, it has been realized that the factorial 
moment method poorly reflects the information on 
local fluctuations, since the NFM of order q contains 
a contamination from lower-order correlation func­
tions [2]. As a result, the nature of the fluctuations is 
difficult to determine from the behaviour of the 
NFMs. Factorial moments also suffer from a statisti­
cal bias due to the finite size of the event sample. 
This is because measurements of the NFMs are 
dominated by the first few terms of expression (2). 
In most cases this leads to a significant underesti­
mate of the measured NFMs with respect to their 
true values [12].
An alternative to the NFMs is provided by bunch­
ing parameters (BPs), hq(8), [13,14] which are de­
fined by
hq (8) q Pq (8) Pq—2 (8)q — 1 Pq2—1(8) q = 2,3,....
(3)
They are more sensitive than the NFMs to the varia­
tion in the shape of Pn(8) with decreasing 8. In the 
case of self-similar fluctuations, one expects p2(8) 
a 8—d2. For multifractal local fluctuations, the hq(8) 
are 8-dependent functions for all q > 3, while for 
monofractal behaviour pq( 8) is independent of 8 for 
q > 3 [13]. For independent particle production, the 
BPs are 8-independent constants (for a Poisson dis­
tribution, pq(8) = 1), for all q.
From an experimental point of view, the BPs have 
several advantages [14]: (1) They are less severely 
affected by statistical bias than the NFMs, since the 
BP of order q depends only on the behaviour of the 
multiplicity distribution near multiplicity n = q — 1; 
(2) for the calculation of the BP of order q, one only 
needs to be able to resolve q particles in a bin, rather 
than all particles as for the NFMs; and (3) many 
systematic errors cancel in the ratio of probabilities.
When defined in this way, the NFMs and BPs 
both require dividing phase space into a number of 
bins. This has the disadvantage of losing information 
on local fluctuations in particle density (“spikes”) 
that are divided by bin boundaries. To remedy this 
problem with the NFMs, and in addition to increase 
the effective statistics, normalized density strip inte­
grals have been proposed [15]. Analogously, a new 
type of bunching parameter has been suggested [14], 
which can be used to study the fluctuation of the 
number of spikes (defined in Section 2) per event. 
Generalized integral bunching parameters (GBPs) 
are defined by
( ) = q Pq(e) Pq—2(e)
Xq (e) q — 1 Pq— 1(e)
where nq(e) is the probability of an event to have q 
spikes of size less than e, irrespective of how many 
particles are inside each spike. For purely indepen­
dent particle production, with the multiplicity distri­
bution characterised by a Poissonian, xq(e) = 1 for 
all q.
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In this paper we study fluctuations in rapidity, 
defined with respect to the thrust axis, using factorial 
moments and, for the first time, bunching parame­
ters. We also study fluctuations in the four-momen­
tum difference using generalized bunching parame­
ters.
2. Methods
In order to improve the accuracy we use the 
bin-averaged “horizontal” NFMs [1] and BPs 
[13,14]: The NFM of order q is calculated using the 
standard definition: 
and j we use the squared four-momentum difference 
Q]j=-(pi-Pj)2. Spikes are then defined in the 
following way: Consider all possible combinations 
of two or more particles. For each combination s is 
determined. If s is larger than some maximum, e, 
the combination is discarded. Of the remaining com­
binations, those completely contained in another 
(larger) combination are also discarded. Combina­
tions left after this procedure are called spikes (of 
size less than e). Note that while the assignment of 
particles to spikes is not unique (the same particle 
can be in more than one spike), the number of spikes 
is unambiguously defined.
The GBPs are then given by
< nq]>
<n>q ’
Xq (Q ) = q Sq (Q2 )Sq-2 (Q2)q - 1 s2-1(q 2) (7)
"rn ]= nm (nm - 0... Om - 9 + 1), (5)
where nm is the number of particles in bin m, 
<n> = N/M, N is the average multiplicity for full 
phase space, M = D/8 is the total number of bins, 
and D represents the full phase space volume. The 
“horizontal” BP of order q is calculated using
hq (M) = q Nq(M) Nq-2(M)
q - 1 Nq2- 1( M)
1 M
Nq(M) = - £ Nq(m,8) , (6)
M m= 1
where Nq(m,8) is the number of events having q 
particles in bin m and M has the same meaning as 
for the NFMs.
Note that bin-averaging, as used in the above 
definitions, is only justified for a flat single-particle 
density distribution. To be able to study non-flat 
distributions, we transform the original phase space 
variable to one in which the underlying density is 
uniform [16].
For the generalized bunching parameters we need 
to define the number of spikes of size less than e. To 
do so we need both a measure of the size of a spike 
and a method of assigning particles to spikes. For the 
spike size, s, we use the so-called Grassberger- 
Hentschel-Procaccia counting topology [17] for which 
s is the maximum of all pairwise distances between 
particles in the spike. As distance between particles i 
where Sq( Q2) is the number of events having q 
spikes of size less than Q2.
3. Data samples and analysis procedures
We use data, corresponding to an integrated lumi­
nosity of 52 pb-1, collected at a centre of mass 
energy of T , 91.2 GeV during the 1994 LEP run­
ning period. Hadronic events are selected using (1) 
energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic 
calorimeters, and (2) momenta measured in the Time 
Expansion Chamber (TEC) and the Silicon Mi­
crovertex Detector (SMD). The L3 detector is de­
scribed in detail in Ref. [18].
First, a loose calorimeter-based selection is per­
formed in order to reject non-hadronic background. 
Using clusters with energy larger than 100 MeV, we 
require
EC El Ei
0.6<^< 1.4, < 0.4, -I < 0.4,' ec ec
13 < Nd < 75,
where Ec is the total energy observed in the 
calorimeters, Eh (Eh) is the energy imbalance in 
the plane perpendicular (parallel) to the beam direc­
tion, and Ncl is the number of calorimeter clusters. 
To ensure that the event is contained in the barrel 
region of the calorimeters we require |cos0fcr| < 0.74, 
where 0^ is the polar angle of the event thrust axis.
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To obtain a sample with well-measured charged 
tracks, a further selection is performed using only 
tracks which have passed certain quality cuts. The 
distance of closest approach (projected onto the 
transverse plane) of a track to the nominal interac­
tion vertex is required to be less than 5 mm and its 
transverse momentum must be larger than 100 MeV. 
To ensure that the event lies within the full accep­
tance of the TEC and SMD, the direction of the 
thrust axis, as determined from the charged tracks, 
must satisfy |cos0thr| < 0.7. Events are then selected 
using criteria similar to the above calorimeter-based 
selection, but using tracks:
E p,
7T > 0.15,
E p ii ,
E,i
< 0.75,
E P H i
-U---- < 0.75,E Pii
Nch > 4,
where p, is the momentum of particle i and the sum 
runs over all tracks of an event, and where Nch is the 
number of charged tracks. The resulting sample con­
tains about 1 million events.
The experimental distributions are corrected for 
selection and acceptance losses using two samples, 
''generator level” and ''detector level” of e+e_™ 
hadrons MC events generated with JETSET 7.4 PS 
[19] including initial-state photon radiation. At the 
generator level particles with lifetime ct > 1 cm are 
assumed stable. The detector level sample has passed 
a full detector simulation [20] including time-depen­
dent variations of the detector response based on 
continuous detector monitoring and calibration. It 
has been reconstructed with the same program as the 
data and passed through the same selection proce­
dure.
In this paper we study fluctuations in the rapidity 
with respect to the thrust axis, y, and the square of 
the pairwise four-momentum difference, Q2. Both 
for the calculation of Q2 and for the grouping of 
tracks into small bins of rapidity, the resolution of 
the angle between pairs of tracks is of crucial impor­
tance. For this reason we impose additional stringent 
quality cuts on track reconstruction, which results in 
rejection of 39% of the tracks. With this selection we 
achieve very good agreement between data and sim­
ulation for the distributions of the difference in angle 
between pairs of tracks for both the azimuthal angle 
about, and the polar angle with respect to, the beam, 
as is shown in Fig. 1a and 1b, respectively.
The uncorrected distributions of y, and Q2, are 
compared to the detector level MC distributions in 
Figs. 1c and 1d, respectively. There is reasonable 
agreement, which indicates the quality of both the 
detector simulation and the JETSET predictions. It 
should be noted that these distributions have not 
been used in the tuning of JETSET's parameters.
The distributions of NFMs and BPs are corrected 
bin-by-bin for detector effects. The corrected value
Fig. 1. Distributions of (a) the difference in polar angle of pairs of 
tracks, 80, (b) the difference in azimuthal angle of pairs of tracks, 
8f, (c) the single-particle rapidity with respect to the thrust axis, 
y, and (d) the inclusive four-momentum difference squared, Q2, 
for uncorrected data (points) compared to the predictions of 
JETSET after detector simulation (histogram).
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in a bin is found by multiplying the value calculated 
directly from the data by a correction factor given by 
the ratio Cq = Mf^/M^, where Migen and .-M/' are 
the corresponding NFM or BP calculated from the 
generator- and detector-level MC samples, respec­
tively. These corrections, which tend to be larger for 
smaller bin size, are in no case larger than about 5%.
To reduce possible systematic bias, the minimum 
bin size is chosen comparable to the experimental 
resolution, which was estimated [21,22] by MC sim­
ulation. In the case of Q\ the smallest bin size is 
large enough that the measurements are not strongly 
affected by Dalitz decays (p0 ™ e ' e_ y) or by pho­
ton conversions.
The error bars on the results include contributions 
from both statistical and systematic errors on the raw 
quantities and on the correction factors. The statisti­
cal errors on the Fq( M) and pq(M) are derived from 
the covariance matrix of the NFMs and BPs. The 
statistical errors for the GBPs are derived according 
to the expression obtained in Ref. [14]. Systematic 
errors on the raw quantities have been estimated by 
varying the event- and track-selection criteria. As 
systematic error on Cq, we take half of the difference 
between the correction factors determined using 
JETSET and those using HERWIG.
The predictions of the JETSET 7.4 PS [19], ARI­
ADNE 4.08 [23] and HERWIG 5.9 [24] models, all 
of which have been tuned to reproduce global 
event-shape and single-particle inclusive distribu­
tions [10,25], are compared to the data. The Bose­
Einstein effect is a potential source of particle corre­
lations. JETSET and ARIADNE include the same 
modelling of this effect. 8 HERWIG does not incor­
porate a Bose-Einstein model. We also compare the 
data with predictions of JETSET without Bose-Ein­
stein interference. 9 The errors on the JETSET pre­
dictions include both statistical and systematic errors. 
These systematic errors were estimated by varying, 
by one standard deviation, the following JETSET 
parameters tuned in Ref. [10,25]: the Lund fragmen­
8 The Bose-Einstein model used is the luboei model of JET­
SET.
9 The parameters of JETSET were retuned with Bose-Einstein 
interference disabled. This resulted in changes of PARJ(21), 
PARJ(42), and PARJ(81) from 0.411, 0.886, and 0.311 to 0.343, 
1.1, and 0.312, respectively.
tation function parameter b, the width of the Gauss­
ian px and py hadronic transverse momentum distri­
bution, and the value of A used for as in parton 
showers. Systematic errors on the other MC predic­
tions are similarly determined. The errors on the 
ARIADNE predictions are comparable to those on 
JETSET, while those of HERWIG are about 50% 
larger. The errors on the MC results are dominated 
by the systematic errors.
4. Results
4.1. Fluctuations in rapidity, y
To study fluctuations inside jets, we first deter­
mine the thrust axis and analyse the NFMs and BPs 
in the full rapidity range | y | F 5. Since the single­
particle rapidity distribution is non-uniform, we first 
transform y to a uniformly distributed variable [16].
The horizontally normalised NFMs are shown in 
Fig. 2 as a function of the number of bins, M, in the
transformed rapidity defined with respect to the thrust axis. In this 
and the following figures the shaded areas represent the errors on 
the JETSET predictions. The errors on the ARIADNE predictions 
are comparable whereas those on the HERWIG predictions are 
about 50% larger.
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Fig. 3. BPs as a function of the number of bins, M, in the 
transformed rapidity defined with respect to the thrust axis.
transformed rapidity. They rise with increasing M 
and then saturate. All of the MCs are in reasonable 
agreement with the data. It is also seen that the 
Bose-Einstein effect in JETSET raises the values of 
the NFMs.
Fig. 3 shows the results for the horizontally nor­
malised BPs. All higher-order (q ) 2) BPs show an 
approximate power-law increase with increasing M. 
The MCs also show a power-law behaviour, al­
though some differences in slope are apparent. That 
these BPs vary with M is a direct indication that the 
fluctuations in y are multifractal 10 [13], as is ex­
pected in QCD [26-28].
10 This conclusion is possible without measuring the intermit­
tency indices fq . In contrast, to reveal multifractality with NFMs 
one must first fit the NFMs by a power law. Because of the 
saturation of the Fq(M) observed in Fig. 2, this procedure is 
fraught with ambiguity.
The second-order BP decreases with increasing 
M up to M f 20, which is found to correspond to 
the value of M at which the maximum of the 
multiplicity distribution Pn( 8) first occurs at n = 0. 
The large errors on the data for M Q 30 arise mainly 
from the systematic error assigned from the differ­
ence between correction factors determined using 
JETSET and HERWIG. The data are shown using 
the JETSET correction factors.
The second-order BP is related to the width of the 
multiplicity distribution [13,14]. Hence, HERWIG's 
overestimation of h2 means that HERWIG's local 
multiplicity distributions are too broad. This agrees 
with ALEPH's conclusion from a direct measure­
ment of the dispersion for various (large) intervals of 
rapidity [29], but emphasizes the contribution of the 
low values of n in this discrepancy.
To study the second-order BP in more detail, we 
split h2 into two components:
h2(M) = h2"")(M) q h2q —)(M). (8)
The definition of h2"")(M) is as in Eq. (6), but 
with N2(m, 8 ) replaced by N2("")(m,8 ), the number 
of events having two like-charged particles inside 
bin m of size 8. Analogously, h2+ —)(M) is con­
structed from the number of events having two oppo­
sitely charged particles in the bin. Note that for 
combinatorial reasons, h2 "")(M) - h2+ —)(M). 
However, both would be independent of M in the 
case of independent production.
Fig. 4 shows that h2"")(M) and h2+ —)(M) be­
have differently. While h2"")(M) shows the ex­
pected rise (and saturation of the data at large M), 
h2q —)(M) shows a decrease at low M.
The anti-bunching tendency (decrease of h2 with 
increasing M) seen for unlike-charged particles for 
M Q 20 is also seen in all MCs. Resonance decays
Fig. 4. The second-order BP as a function of the number of bins, 
M, in the transformed rapidity defined with respect to the thrust 
axis for like-charged and unlike-charged particle combinations.
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are a likely explanation of this effect. Their decay 
particles tend to be of opposite charge and are 
typically separated in rapidity by 5y ; 0.5-1.0. As a 
result, a rapidity separation of this order of magni­
tude is more frequent between unlike-charged parti­
cles than between like-charged and h2+ —M) is 
much larger than h2""M) at small M (large 5y). 
However, this difference decreases rapidly with de­
creasing 5y until about M = 20, which corresponds 
to 5y = 0.5.
For like-signed combinations the MCs all show 
good agreement with the data. However, for unlike- 
charged combinations HERWIG overestimates the 
data, while the other MCs agree reasonably well. 
The errors on the JETSET predictions are domi­
nantly systematic. They are mainly due to the uncer­
tainty on the parameter responsible for the width of 
the Gaussian hadronic transverse momentum distri­
bution in the Lund model. This shows the impor­
tance of fragmentation for the bunching parameters. 
For h2+"), as for h2, the error at small M comes 
mainly from differences in the correction factors; 
other errors are comparable to the errors on the 
corresponding points for h2""). The effect of Bose­
Einstein interference in JETSET is to increase the 
value of h2"") and to decrease that of h2+ —).
4.2. Fluctuations in four-momentum difference, Q2
The behaviour of the GBPs for the invariant 
two-particle squared four-momentum difference, 
Xq(Q2), is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of — lnQ2. 
All GBPs, for both data and Monte Carlo, rise 
similarly with increasing — ln Q2 (decreasing Q2). 
This corresponds to a bunching effect for all orders, 
similar to the behaviour of fluctuations in y. The 
MC models show a similar trend with — ln Q2 but 
tend to underestimate the values of xq(Q2); HER­
WIG agrees best with the data.
Given the difference in behaviour observed in the 
previous section between h2+ —) and h2""), we now 
define second-order GBPs for multiparticle spikes 
consisting entirely of particles of the same charge, 
x2sc), and for spikes containing particles of different 
charge, x2dc). These GBPs are defined as in Eqs. (4) 
and (7) except that q now refers to the number of sc 
and dc spikes, respectively. We plot in Fig. 6 the 
behaviour of x2sc and x2dc. A difference is observed
Fig. 5. GBPs as a function of the squared four-momentum differ­
ence Q2 in GeV2 between two charged particles.
between these two quantities. For sc spikes a strong 
bunching effect (x2sc)(Q2) > 1) is seen at large 
- ln Q2. This is well reproduced by HERWIG. In the 
case of dc spikes, the bunching is smaller and tends 
to saturate at large - ln Q2.
In contrast to the BPs of the previous section, 
resonances have little effect on the GBPs. This is
Fig. 6. The second-order GBP for spikes of same-charged parti­
cles (sc) and spikes of differently charged particles (dc) as a 
function of the squared four-momentum difference Q2 in GeV2 
between two charged particles.
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because the most copiously produced resonances de­
cay to two particles with a Q 2 so large that the 
particles are necessarily in different spikes for the 
spike sizes which we consider (-inQ2 > 2). The 
spike multiplicity distribution is therefore not strongly 
affected.
It is interesting to observe that JETSET's treat­
ment of BE correlations decreases the values of x2 
for sc spikes, the opposite of the behaviour for 
h2""). This comes about because JETSET's mod­
elling of Bose-Einstein interference increases the 
number of sc spikes. This leads to higher values for 
h2""). However, x2 is mainly influenced by the 
shape of the spike-multiplicity distribution rather 
than by the average spike multiplicity.
5. Conclusions
Local charged particle multiplicity fluctuations in 
rapidity with respect to the thrust axis have been 
studied using factorial moments and, for the first 
time, bunching parameters, which are sensitive to 
further details. Also, fluctuations of spikes have been 
studied using generalized bunching parameters de­
fined in terms of the four-momentum difference, Q2. 
Bunching parameters directly demonstrate a multi­
fractal behaviour of the fluctuations in rapidity, as is 
expected from QCD.
Monte Carlo models, which have been tuned to 
reproduce global event-shape distributions and sin­
gle-particle inclusive distributions provide a reason­
able description of fluctuations in these variables. 
They reproduce the trend, although not always the 
magnitude, of the normalized factorial moments, 
bunching parameters and generalized integral bunch­
ing parameters. It thus appears that the ingredients of 
these MC models (coherent parton shower, string or 
cluster fragmentation, and resonance decays) are suf­
ficient to explain the fluctuations observed in the 
data.
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